
Tipster Return Tipster Wins Tipster Return Horse

Knowledge 284.60$        David C 33 Dancing Brave 49.25$     Red Moon

David C 234.75$        Mechanic 29 D'Insider 49.25$     Red Moon

Musketoon 184.95$        Musketoon 30

Jasen 183.00$        Nayah 23

Nayah 162.50$        Jasen 24

The Guru 154.75$        Kelvin N 24

D'Insider 168.75$        The Guru 24

Mechanic 132.85$        Skipper 24

Dancing Brave 115.90$        Dancing Brave 21

Kelvin N 131.20$        Knowledge 22

Skipper 96.55$          D'Insider 17

D'Spirit 41.60$          D'Spirit 11

By value Wins Biggest winner

MEDIA TIPSTER'S COMPETITION - 2018

STANDINGS AFTER DAY TWELVE

Category 1 Category 2 Category 3

Three maidens in a row

Glenn Mendez may need to take a page out of Harold Chadee's book on the way to treat 

maidens. On three occasions, Glenn had to watch the number 2 posted on the board all bearing 

the name Chadee despite having favoured runners in each of these events. Notwithstanding the 

keen rivalry, the one thing they agreed on that day was the choice of Wilbert Leon who continues 

to catch the eyes of many with two wins albeit in different styles. The first, a patient rail ride with 

Integrity and the second a pillar to post with the impressive Wots to Report which recorded a 

nice time of 1.51. Anthony Leotaud also seemed to be sending a strong message to his rivals with 

a treble of his own. "Float" who usually works behind the scenes for the O'Brien barn was made 

to face the camera on three occasions to share the spotlight. D'Spirit came to life in the tipsters 

competition joining David C  by selecting four winners on the day.  Mr. Knowledge tried to sneak 

away in the value category as his nap selection Trini Gal won returning $1.75 but David C showed 

that it is dollars that count in this category as his aptly name selection Money Matters won at 

$4.50 to close the gap. Once again, local horse racing was the place to be with two five figure 

payouts in the Hi 5 and Superfecta pools. Punters selected 7 out of 8 to just fail to capture the 

Win 8 single winner bonus. Day 13 could be your day to be part of the carryover bandwagon. So 

get on board the Santa Rosa Express. 


